PROCESS FOR MOVING INTO THE NEW HUMAN
TEMPLATE AND EXPERIENCING THE SECOND COMING
OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST!
Malachi and Lord Jesus Through Katherine Torres, Ph.D.D.D.
For Barbara “Marrianna” Zimmermann
Can you assist me in releasing and overriding my original Physical Template and moving
into the New Human Template?
Process
“Alright Beautiful One now let us have you take a deep breath. What we’re going to
do is take you through the striations of yourself. So Beautiful One, you’re going to feel your
body. Notice it very much right down to your toes. Feel what is called the bones in your
body those that ache and those that do not. Feel the muscles in your body those that ache
and those that do not. This is your first layer. The striations of yourself that you desire to
have changed into a higher order as you are healing your body, the stream of your blood, the
beat of your heart. Breathe, expanding the lungs Beautiful One. You will make an
acknowledgement and within that it is an ‘I AM statement’ I AM Transforming the Human
Body. Say out loud ‘I AM Transforming the Human Body’. Very good. Now let your feelings of
the source vibrations of the “I AM” quality within you expand to your emotional body and
enliven it with Light and Love. The positive desire for this change can be an attitude of
emotional knowing. It Is So! Then allow your consciousness to expand a bit more into what is
called the vibration of your mental arena. In this mental vibration you shall give again the
breath of life and recognize that this mental energy of yourself also accepts “I AM”
Transforming the Human Body. Say out loud ‘I AM Transforming the Human Body’. Very
good, very good. Allow this energy to wave through your energy. Now you’ll let yourself feel
another expansion from the mental auric field into what is called the first etherical body.
This etherical body is what carries your diseases and it also carries the portals into higher
consciousness. So here, as you breathe and feel this expanded energy, breathe with Love,
breathe with a Blessing; desire that you are ready to change it, to be acceptive to the I AM
that is transforming your human body. Through this first etherical level you’re willing to
breathe out the pain and you’re willing to say ‘I allow the Transformation to Occur.’ Say out
loud, ‘I allow the Transformation to occur!’ Now Beautiful One, feel that allowance as you
expand again into what is called another layer of yourself, that is called a higher emotional
layer. For the higher emotional layer you want it to be very acceptive to only Pure Source,

Pure Light, Pure Life. That it is a creative vibration that can create the healing into the lower
Template of the etherical body. The lower mind, the lower emotions, and the physical body
feel it raise the excitement and love, for in this higher emotional center is also your Christ
Consciousness.”
Oh! How wonderful!
“Then you’ll expand once again into the higher mental arena of yourself. Again let’s
walk a Divine Line that encourages all transitions, all directions, all movements. Then expand
once more and you’re in your higher etherical body. That higher etherical body also carries
your Divine Plan. You will feel within this Divine Plan the intention for your human physical
vehicle to be healthy, to be whole, to be vital. That here this higher etherical body the
vibrations of yourself can carry forth the intention of your spiritual practice, your spiritual
teaching, and your spiritual purpose in life. Then you’re going to breathe one more
expansion into Pure Spirit. This is the core of Light that surrounds you. It contains within you
the ability to feel the essence of being alive, the knowing that you are spirit embodied. Let
the brilliance penetrate all subtle energies that we have spoken about in this moment and
feel that Ray of Light pass through here at the higher etherical Divine Plan to the beauty of
the higher mental, the higher emotion that is impressing the etherical body that can be called
your double. Bring its Light intention, health intention and vitality intention. Let those Rays
of Light continue to emerge with your lower mental and your lower emotional being blessed,
filled with health, joy and delight, when it enters the physical body. Let the Rays enter the
physical body that you’re presently using on the earth. Now as you breathe it into this body,
breathe it in from the very top of your head into the very bottom of your feet. Now once
again anchor it into the beautiful earth for here you are grounding the Sacred Energy of your
wholeness.”
Is Lord Jesus inside me now?
“Indeed”
It feels like it!!
“Indeed, indeed. Now you’ll say unto yourself, say out loud ‘My feet are the feet of
Lord Jesus, my legs walk the walk of Lord Jesus, the trunk of my body is the vitality of Lord
Jesus, my hands and arms are the quality of Lord Jesus reaching out, touching, my throat is
the voice of Lord Jesus, my personal mind are the thoughts of Lord Jesus. I AM That I AM, I
AM The Christ, I AM That I AM. I AM The Christ and So It Is!”
I accept, I accept, I accept!

I Thank You, I Thank You, I Thank You, Beloved Lord Jesus and Malachi!
Now I know why Lord Jesus is here today!
“Yes, this is why Lord Jesus is here indeed!”
Oh, how wonderful!
“How does it feel the wholeness of yourself?”
It is wonderful, peaceful beyond words!
“Indeed, indeed, very good, very good. NOW REMEMBER IT IS IMPORTANT TO REPEAT
THIS PROCESS OFTEN TO INTEGRATE IT INTO YOUR WHOLENESS!”
Thank you again Lord Jesus and Malachi. I am so very grateful for your Presence in my
life!

